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INTRODUCTION by Branch Chair Michael Wynne
Well, here we are. Most restrictions in England were lifted on 19 July and replaced
with recommendations to keep yourself safe by using ‘common sense’.
So, mandatory table service, distancing and mask wearing in indoor places are not
mandatory. We have reports that several pubs are keeping these because it is
what their customers want, or to keep their staff safe.
Publicans have the right to put conditions of entry in place and refuse service in
cases of non- compliance. Where these are in place, please respect them.
We want to encourage as many people as possible to return to the pub, when they
feel comfortable to do so.
CAMRA has given us the green light to resume in person meetings and we will
announce events once the branch officers have discussed the best way to do this.
Finally, congratulations to the Steamboat in South Shields on being awarded one
of 32 CAMRA Gold Awards granted to mark the Campaign’s golden anniversary;
the only pub in the North East to be listed. This is in the Pubs section of the Pubs,
Pints & People campaign. Further awards will be announced in the other categories
later. (See also page 6)
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Hello !
Since my last report I've actually managed to stand at the bar and order a drink and
take part in a pub quiz, also at the bar, so maybe things really are showing signs of
returning to a more normal way of life.
Thank you for ensuring that your CAMRA membership is continuing. It is early days
but I hope to see membership figures begin to move in the right direction soon.
Congratulations to Kath and her staff at The Steamboat for their well deserved
award. It's a great pub !
In the last 30 days, nationally, we have gained 375 members and lost 1,271 so there
is still a lot of work to be done. Branches in our area are holding their own but all
have seen significent losses since the start of the pandemic.
Here are the all important membership numbers with last months in brackets.
National

164,890 (165,787)

Sunderland & South Tyneside 542 (548)
Tyneside & Northumberland 1,757 (1,773)
Durham 717 (725)
Darlington 402 (401)
Cleveland 748 (754)

Peter Tong, Membership Secretary, Sunderland & Sth Tyneside CAMRA
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PUB PROTECTION REPORT
All pubs in the branch area open and
trading prior to the restrictions (except
three currently closed for renovations)
now appear to be trading again. That
said, trade in some areas remains below
normal and many publicans have
retained some or all restrictions if they
feel it helps protect their staff and
customers.
There are currently no outstanding
planning applications with either
Sunderland or South Tyneside council to
demolish or “change use” of a pub. This
can change within a moment so stay
alert and please contact me immediately
if you hear even a rumour of any
intentions to do either. Please don’t
assume I already know!
In other news the “Community
Ownership Fund” has now been
launched. It’s a £150 million fund for
communities to help them take ownership of assets and amenities at risk of
closure thus includes community pubs.

I’m unaware of any local group(s) in our
area currently involved in taking
community ownership of a pub but
welcome immediate contact from any
that exist or hope to form, I’m here to
assist. More information available here
https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/community-ownership-fundprospectus
CAMRA’s Planning Advisory Group has
just issued its 9th newsletter to local
authority planners. . This edition focuses
on “Trojan Horse” applications and how
to deal with them. Copies of these
newsletters are available here:
https://camra.org.uk/resource_type/lo
cal-councils/
Stop Press - I have just been informed
The Copt Hill, Houghton le Spring, has
closed. Hopefully this is a temporary
measure

Ian Monteith Preston

GOOD BEER GUIDE 2022 UPDATE
CAMRA’s 2022 Good Beer Guide will be published on
28th October 2021. Revised drafts have been submitted
with an opportunity for final revisions later if required.
For those who are in the CAMRA Privilege Club, or
thinking of joining, the last day for doing so is 27th
September. Membership allows an early delivery of the
guide at a discounted rate.
**Note this part of the membership website is being
updated so keep trying if access a problem.
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REGIONAL PUB NEWS - see next page for Steamboat news
The Clarendon

Sunderland's oldest pub, The Clarendon,
reopened in June. The sign on the front
reads “dates back to 1724”. The pub,
located near The Docks, has not been
continually in business since then and,
until recently was last open three years
ago. The main entrance and front
window are protected by steel shutters
and scaffolding has now appeared
covering the entire frontage of the
building.
From social media photographs it
appears real ale is not available

Kirkpatricks
In South Shields another reopening to
report, but all handpulls have been
removed.

Platform 33

Platform 33 on South Shields seafront no
longer sells real ale. This Camerons pub
considers it is no longer viable.

The Firkin Alley

For supporters of micropubs some sad
news. The Firkin Alley in Barnard Castle
has closed for good ! It didn't reopen
after lockdown as it wasn't big enough
and, although having a comfortable
upstairs room, didn't benefit from any
outside space to expand into.
The owners also have the Old Well inn in
the town, so one had to go, according to
the local CAMRA branch. Both pubs are
the only towns (worthy) entries in the
current Good Beer Guide.

Beer scoring
I thought it would be a useful exercise
to check pub visits based on beer
scoring on Whatpub. The so called
“Freedom Day” doesn’t appear to have
had any impact on visits and scores
.
In May 12 members scored 17 pubs
In June 14 members scored 22 pubs
In July 11 members scored 11 pubs
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THE STEAMBOAT WINS GOLDEN AWARD
As part of its anniversary celebrations
throughout 2021, CAMRA is recognising
people, groups of people or businesses
that have made a significant contribution
to CAMRA’s aims. The Steamboat in
South Shields has been awarded a
Golden Award marking the 50 years of
the organisation’s campaigns.
The Steamboat is a pub full of character
and atmosphere and has received the
award for standing the test of time,has
regularly appeared in the Good Beer
Guide and being the Branch Pub of the
Year a record eight times.
CAMRA’s Awards Director Gary
Timmins said: “I am delighted to be
honouring the Steamboat today with a
CAMRA Golden Award. 2021 is our
anniversary year, and we want to take
this opportunity to celebrate the
successes of great British locals as well
as CAMRA’s achievements – we
wouldn’t have got far without their
support!
“This anniversary comes on the heels of
an incredibly difficult time for the
industry after a year of lockdowns and
restrictions. I hope the team behind
the Steamboat and their locals will take
this award as appreciation for all the
hard work involved in running the pub,
over the decades and especially now.
Nominations were submitted by our
members and consumers, which says a
lot about the support and impact they
have had.
“Winners have been chosen for their
successes in standing the test of time;
for being convivial, characterful and
community-focused, and of course for

consistently pouring great pints.
I applaud the Steamboat for their
dedication, for being community
stalwarts and campaigning heroes.”
The Steamboat is one of 32 pubs
honoured, and is the only pub in the
North East to receive this award. The full
list can be found on the next page.
Licensee Kath Brain said ““ I’m
absolutely over the moon that we’ve
been awarded the gold award, it’s lovely
to be recognised for all the hard work.
We couldn’t have done it without our
fantastic staff and customers. Thank you
all for voting for us”
Kath has been licensee since July last
year, and has worked at the pub for 21
years, many as Bar Manager. Her
predecessor Joe Mooney, ran the pub
for 30 years.
The certificate award will be presented
on Thursday August 19th 2021 at 8pm.
The Golden Awards will be celebrating
recipients in three different categories:
‘Pubs’, ‘Pints’, and ‘People’. The winners
in the ‘Pints’ and ‘People’ categories will
be announced later in the year.
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LIST OF GOLDEN AWARD WINNERS
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MAXIM BREWERY TEAMS UP WITH BREWERY GIANT AT STADIUM
OF LIGHT
In what has been described as a unique
collaboration, Sunderland based Maxim
Brewery will be partnering Molson Coors
in the supply of drinks for Sunderland
Football Club for five years.. For Molson
Coors, this is an extension of an existing
deal. For Maxim, this means Samson
Smooth, a 4% traditional bitter, will be
available in the Stadium of Light bars.

The name of the beer appeared on the
front of Sunderland football shirts for
three years in the 90’s

Maxim MD Mark Anderson writes :“The Samson beer trademark was first
registered in 1896 but some records
suggest that it was being brewed as
early as 1840. In any event it is one of
England's oldest beer brands and is an
easy drinking deep amber ale made with
English malts and English Golding hops.
When Vaux Breweries closed in 1999,
we continued to brew Samson mainly in
cask and recently have developed the
beer into an award winning nitro keg
smooth brew to appeal to a wider
audience and to allow us to gain a
foothold in the competitive keg market
which is dominated by the national
brewers.
Sunderland football club’s Stadium of
Light, like many large venues, do not
have the facilities for cask but they do
have some 30 bars and 60 serving
points for Samson smooth to serve
thirsty football and concert fans.
Normally a small brewer would not be
able to support a venue of this size with
the brand, the beer, technical service
costs and general supply expertise but in
a unique collaboration with Molson
Coors we have been able to strike a deal
that also works well for the club, the fans
and visitors to Sunderland.”

In other news from the brewery a
seasonal beer just brewed is Mosaic, a
single hopped pale ale.

For drive thru orders by phone,
call 0191 5848844 between
10am and 3pm Wednesday, Thursday or
Friday
Keep an eye out on social media for
which bottles and minicasks are
available.
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BREWERY UPDATES
The brewery has a good supply of cask beer and there is a good
stock of bottled beer too.
Sister company Brewlab has received bottles rescued from the
wreck of the Wallachia which sunk off the Clyde in 1895. Two
beers Wallachia Historic Stout Ale (7%) and King’s Ale Historic
Barley Wine (10%) have been produced after analysing the
contents and isolating yeast culture.
These beers can be bought from the brewery in a historic ales pack that also
includes Flag Porter.*
* see also story on the What's Brewing page 9
Darwin provides delivery to SR, NE and DH postcodes as well as click and collect
(Mon - Thurs) - See website for more info https://www.darwinbrewery.com/
Phone number is 0191 5499450

Click/Collect or Delivery - please contact each
establishment for any clarification
Craft Beer Newcastle Maintain a list of beer
shops throughout the
North East
Hydrology Online
Store
Little Shop
Saltgrass
Sea Change
Ship Isis

https://craftbeernewcastle.co.
uk/

Delivery only

https://www.hydrologycraftbe
er.co.uk/
Sunderland
https://thelittleshop.uk/
Sunderland
0191 5436309
South Shields https://seachangeshop.squar
e.site/shop/craft-beer/2
Sunderland
0191 567 3720
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BREWERY UPDATES continued

Recently One More Than Two hosted a Freedom Fest on
24th and 25th July which included live music and food. All
proceeds were for the South Shields FC Foundation. .
The current brewery taproom opening times are :
Thursday 3pm - 10pm ; Friday- Sunday 12pm - 10pm. Their bottle shop click and
collect is open during taproom hours.

Contact details - 07927 051236. Unit J Portberry St, South Shields NE33 1QX
https://www.1morethan2brew.com/
After their well supported opening for England's
European Football matches Vaux have now gone
back to their core hours. These are Friday, Saturday
and Sunday for walk ins or bookings to drink in or take
out.
The Tap is serving their own Black Wave on Cask and one Guest Cask. Rivet
Catcher another local favourite was a guest recently. From the Tap Wall they are
serving five to six of their own Crafts and four to five guests ; to a total of 10. They
also have a fridge full of guest ales and bottles and a range of soft drinks
.
They have now made the move to can conditioning all their beers which improves
carbonation, mouth feel and shelf life. An online trade web store has been set up
for trade customers with free delivery to help get their beers out to more locations.
Vaux are also going on the road to make their ales more widely available and are
at Seaham food festival next weekend. They are also pouring at Liverpool craft
beer expo at Black Lodge Brewing 12th to 14th August.

Full details of their opening times and the regular street food offerings are on their
Website and social media.

https://www.vaux.beer/
.
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N
https://wb.camra.org.uk/
What’s Brewing has seven sections:Home - Campaign - Pub - Industry -Opinion - Regional -BEER Magazine
Here is some recommended reading :CAMPAIGN
The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Pubs is an informal group of MPs with the
aim of promoting and campaigning for the interests of pubs, landlords and the
communities around these pubs. CAMRA provides the secretariat for this group.
CAMRA’s Ellie Hudspith will be making regular updates in What’s Brewing. Two
articles are available. The first covers CAMRA’s role in the group ; the second
gives a monthly round up.
https://wb.camra.org.uk/2021/07/21/inside-the-all-party-parliamentary-pubgroup-inquiry
https://wb.camra.org.uk/2021/07/26/public-affairs-round-up
Real Cider redefined CAMRA has produced a new definition for “real cider and
perry #NotFromConcentrate”, to make it easier to find them. Included in the article
is a link to a map of cider and perry makers and also a full list of producers.
The new revised definition is: “CAMRA defines real Cider or Perry as being fermented from the whole juice of fresh pressed apples or pears, without the use of
concentrated or chaptalised juices”.
The word ‘chaptalised’ as used in the definition refers to a process, similar in
principle to high gravity brewing, where the alcohol level in a cider or perry is
increased by the addition of sugar to an unnatural level for storage, before it is
diluted with water to the desired alcohol content for sale.
https://wb.camra.org.uk/2021/07/19/rethink-cider-with-camra
REGIONAL ( NORTH EAST) - https://wb.camra.org.uk/tag/north-east
Shipwrecked beer rescued https://wb.camra.org.uk/2021/07/25/shipwreckedbeer-brought-back-to-life
Read about a new beer from Darwin and Brewlab, Recreated from a shipwreck.
BEER MAGAZINE
In the Autumn 2021 edition there is an article about North East bottled beers.
Written by Des de Moor, it seems to cover mostly cans.
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Wetherspoon’s : How do they do it ? - Channel 5 - by
Michael Wynne
Channel 5 ( C5) is probably the least
inquisitive of the five ‘main’ channels,
with a staple fare of programmes about
the Second World War and The Royal
Family. Other offerings include shows
like Waitrose versus Sainsbury’s or M&S
or those sneering at some of the poorest
and most vulnerable in the country.
So, when I saw a trailer for this, I had low
expectations.
The opening featured a ‘retail expert’
who told us most pubs are run by
breweries, their tenants pay low rents,
that are offset by their having to buy
drinks from the breweries at a high price.
This model has not existed since the
1980's, when the Beer Orders led to big
brewers sold their pubs and a new breed
of pub operators, who turned into
property management companies.
The next claim was that as free houses,
Spoons were different. Already, we have
a serious credibility issue. Wetherspoons
are a pubco, they have supply
agreements with the brewing behemoths
for a lot of the products they sell. The big
difference between them and the likes of
Punch is that their outlets are run by
salaried managers.
So what did we learn?
We already knew about the about the
unique carpet designs in each outlet, and
we had worked out that the bulk of the
food is microwaved from frozen. So no
surprises there.
One of the issues that worries me is the
squeeze on the small brewers that
supply them. This was glibly brushed

aside because no one is forced to deal
with them. Unlike C5’s similar offerings
there was no input from the company.
In the week this was broadcast, there
were reports in the business pages, that
due to disappointing sales since
reopening, the company is seeking relief
on the debt it had accrued.
At the same time, a publication for
investigative reporting, Private Eye
reported that last year’s removal of
products from countries in the European
Union has been reversed and that some
of these are being stocked again. An
example of what the Eye calls a reverse
ferret.
So, was this nothing more than an
attempt to plug a company that appears
to be struggling?
REAL ALE APPS.
Wetherspoons launched an app
sometime before the pandemic which
enables customers to order food and
drink from their seats. It is also handy
to find out which real ales are available
before visiting.
Another app is called Real Ale Finder,
where pubs list available beers and
ciders. A pub or pubs can be added to
a favourites list. A prompt is the sent to
your smartphone when a pub makes a
change.
Local pubs using Real Ale Finder
include The Avenue, Harton Hop
House, Steamboat, Cask lounge, The
Marine and The Station House.
Recommended
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DOWN BEER MEMORY LANE with Michael Wynne.
When I first developed an interest in real,
the variety of beers available in the late
1970's was quite limited with virtually all
beers available in the North East came
from Bass, Cameron’s, McEwan’s/
Younger’s and Vaux. The most exotic
beers available came from Theakston’s *
see also page 18
Then we discovered The Duke of
Wellington on High Bridge in Newcastle.
This was owned by the long defunct
CAMRA Investments and offered the
delights of Marston’s Pedigree and
Merrie Monk, Jennings Mild and Bitter
and Belhaven 70/- and 80/-. These were
later joined by Ruddle’s County.
Ruddle’s County, along with Fuller’s ESB
were two cult beers in CAMRA’s early
years. Ruddle’s was from Rutland,
England’s smallest county and was
fiercely independent.
After years of pressure, it was sold to
one of the ‘Big Six’ and the brands are
now owned by Greene King (GK), who
brew Ruddle’s Bitter and County in
Suffolk. The strength of County is down
to 4.3% from the original 5%.
County was one of my favourite beers,
and, although there is nothing wrong with
the GK version, it is a shadow of the
original.
In 1995, Grainstore Brewery opened in
the old Midland Railway grain store at
Oakham railway station. Anyone who
made Airfix railway models should
immediately recognise the buildings at
Oakham station.

The jewel in Grainstore’s crown is Ten
Fifty. Their website says ' the name
describes the original gravity of this full
strength beer. The love and
craftsmanship devoted to brewing this
fine beer delivers a flavourful balance of
distinct hop bitterness and natural malty
sweetness. A perfect complement to our
fine English roast and traditional
cheeses. A truly measured masterpiece!’
But the beer’s real claim to fame is that it
is based on the original County recipe.
A friend gave me a bottle of 1050 he
bought on a visit to Oakham. I know it is
very hard to compare the flavour against
something from 40+ years ago, but it did
spark memories of drinking County in the
Duke of Wellington.
You can find more about Grainstore
beers from their website and online shop
at www.grainstorebrewery.com.
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BRANCH REAL ALE GUIDES
The branch Real Ale Trails have been updated, and a new one added - Cleadon,
Harton and Whitburn. Click on this link to download.:https://sst-arch.camra.org.uk/viewnode.php?id=65182

NEW
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Jarrow - A Hometown Review
August 2020. Next up for the
Wandering Bear, the famous town of
Jarrow. Once home to dozens of
boozers, now only a few remain
standing, let alone open.
There will always be a special place in
my heart for this old, industrial town. It is
where I was brought up and it will always
be my home town. My father tells me his
memories of many of the old pubs when
we meet for a pint, and it was seeing the
closure and demolition of these old
buildings as I was growing up that started me off ‘wandering’ all those years
ago.
In the centre of Jarrow itself, only seven
pubs remain standing. Of those, five
were open when I shackled my trusty
bicycle, Pam, near to the Viking Statue
and began a wander I have done many
times before…

and quiet and partly to be able to keep
an eye on my bike across the road!
There isn’t much information on the
grand old building itself, other than it was
a residential hotel many years ago and
has stood at the corner of Grange Road
and Ellison Street for 100 years or so.
The large and comfortable pub is sort of
L-shaped and you are greeted by the bar
as you walk in. There is ample seating
and there is also an upstairs seating
area, complete with mezzanine
overlooking the ground floor.
There are lots of TV’s, a pool table, darts
and some games machines. The TV’s
had the sound turned down and there
was no music in the background, just the
hum of banter and the occasional clatter
of pool balls. The décor is pretty
standard, with old pictures on the walls
(together with some St George’s crosses) and carpet / wood flooring.
There wasn’t much choice at the bar with
Greene King IPA and Abbot Ale the only
real options, with the usual array of mass
produced, tasteless, fizzy nonsense
completing the line-up.
I must have been in here hundreds of
times over the years, and I would happily
go again

The Ben Lomond, previously the Viking
Hotel was where I started this time
around. Part of the Greene King estate,
I got a pint of IPA for £2.30 and was over
the moon when it was served in a good
old-fashioned dimpled pint glass,
complete with handle. I sat next to the
window, partly to be somewhere nice

There then followed a short walk to
Johnnie's Bar (the ex-Golden Lion)
recently reopened and named after one
time landlord Johnnie Ingles.
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Continued

the Gin and Ale House (the exCrusader). Brought back to life by a very
well-known South Tyneside businessman, this place is a gem.

A lot of work has gone into the refurbishment, and I was pleasantly surprised as I
walked in. I was last in this place when I
celebrated my 40th birthday a couple of
years ago and it has changed
dramatically.
A pint of Sharp’s Atlantic Pale Ale set me
back £3.10 but it was well served in its
own branded glass and was very tasty. I
cannot begin to tell you the
transformation… the interior was bright
and clean, the bar area was very smart
with grey wood panelling and the large
beer garden will be lovely in the summer
months.

A sign greeted me on the door stating no
foul language would be accepted and I
made my way to the bar for a pint of
Cameron’s Strongarm which cost me
£3.15. Also available at the time were
Hobgoblin Gold, White Rat and Swedish
Blonde and Erdinger lager. There is also
a large selection of gin as you would expect given the name of the place!

The pub itself is U-shaped with the main
bar as you walk in and I guess a sort of
Lounge area around the other side as
you make your way out towards the
garden. Blue Moon and Staropramen
lager were available, and although not
my usual tipple, they are quality beers
and it was nice to see them amongst the
usual dross.

I sat at the window and looked out at
where my nana and grandad once lived,
this being the part of town that my father
was born and raised in. Although the old
streets have long been demolished and
new houses built, I can still picture Mr
Bear Snr on every street and every
corner.

Old photos of a bygone Jarrow adorned
the walls, and the friendly barmaid was
chatty and had her finger on the pulse
as, whenever any regular walked in she
was straight to the correct pump and getting the drink without batting an eyelid!

The pub had two real log fires,
sumptuous wood panelling and frowned
upon electronic distractions, similar to
Sam Smith’s ‘digital detox’ rules (more
on that to follow!). There was also a
large gazebo outside to the rear for

Next would have been the Queens,
however, it was closed so I toddled off to
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Continued

al fresco drinking, again lovely in the
summer. More old photos and pieces of
historical interest were on the walls but
the stand out moment was a somewhat
lengthy discussion with a lady regarding
the singer of 1981 song ‘Bette Davis
Eyes’ The lady in question was convinced it was Rod Stewart and would not
believe it when the Wandering Bear
politely advised it was Kim Carnes!
As I was getting nowhere advising on
early 80’s pop trivia I finished up,
climbed aboard Pam who was parked
outside, and off I went to the Sam
Smith’s Royal Oak, aka the Long Bar.
My usual Sovereign Bitter cost me a flat
£3. A strange place this, I love it in here
but there really isn’t much to write about
One thing I can say is that I was running
a bit late, having promised my wife I
would be back early, so I took the
chance to quickly send her a text letting

Another recently refurbished pub, the
place was heaving! There was live
music on which added to the lively
atmosphere. McEwan’s Best Scotch
was £3 and I again sat near the window
(there’s a pattern emerging!) looking
down at the church where I was married
seven years ago.
Food is served with two for one offers
Monday to Friday, which would appear to
be great value.
One small disappointment was the
removal of the huge montage of old
Jarrow photo’s that adorned the back
wall. However, my sadness was
brightened by the sight of a photo of the
Jarrow Crusade of 1936 when a
contingent of Jarrow folk famously
walked to London to demand the right to
work. It is an honour to be a fellow
Jarrovian, and I am so very proud of their
sacrifices.

her know I was going to be later than
planned. Within seconds I was politely
but firmly told it was a ‘digital detox’ pub
and I had to go outside to use my
phone… I was suitably embarrassed and
did as I was told. Great stuff!
The Alexandra Hotel, aka O’Malleys,
was closed so I ended up at my final
watering hole… The Crown and
Anchor.

The pub is decorated in an industrial
style with heavy wooden furniture and a
wooden floor. There are also flowers
and trailing ivy to soften the edges. I
could have stayed here for ages, but
alas I had to get back and my wander
around my home town had ended.

The Wandering Bear
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THE PERFECT PINT ?
Opening time outside the
Old Black Swan in Bedale
North Yorkshire in June
2016 . A group of us had
arrived from Durham by train
then bus. A good fry up
breakfast had been enjoyed
in a local café so we were
ready for our first pint.
The first thing we saw on
entering was one of my
favourite sights, a Theakston’s Old Peculier (OP) handpull.
Despite being 11 am, this was served to
perfection. Too often the first pint of the
day pulled from a handpull is too warm.
Not this time. It has sometimes been
commented that OP doesn’t travel well,
whatever that means. Well, Bedale is
about six miles from the Theakston’s
brewery in Masham and this beer was
excellent.
The first encounter with this legendary
ale was in 1973, when youth hostelling in
Hawes, also in North Yorkshire. I believe
the pub was The Crown. I remember
saying when having a first sip ;- “that’s

fantastic, tastes of liquorice”
That night I don’t recall
returning to the youth hostel.
OP is widely available UK
wide in bottles but I only
come across it in cask form
only occasionally; the last
time was pre covid. So the
rarity makes its enjoyment
such a pleasure.

Often brewed traditional vessels ( see
picture) this 5.6% old ale is an
extraordinary beer.

CRAFT BREW HEAVYWEIGHTS JOIN FORCES FOR CAMRA
LEARN & DISCOVER’S ‘BREW IT YOURSELF’ SERIES
A new five-part series filmed by The Craft Beer Channel and in partnership with
The Malt Miller in Swindon and Elusive Brewing of Wokingham will be available
from Friday 6th August.
The five episodes – Introduction, Boil, Mash, Ferment and Package – are all being
released at the same time.
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NORTH EAST (ISH) PICTURE QUIZ
Part One - Where were these images taken ?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6
.

More on next page
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NORTH EAST (ISH) PICTURE QUIZ
Part two - where were these pub images taken ?

7 - The snow tractor is a clue

8.

9-

9 above and 10 below

11 - Name this footballer

12 - The pub on
the left became
this pile of
rubble In 2018 .
Name the pub.
(Thanks to Terry Ford
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AND FINALLY - PICTURE QUIZ ANSWERS
1

Penshaw Monument

2

Cragside, Rothbury

3

Ryhope Pumping Engine

4

Tyne Pedestrian Tunnel

5

Saltburn Pier

6

Seaham

7

Tan Hill Inn

8

Criteria South Shields

9

Sun Inn Beamish

10

Peacock Sunderland

11

Raich Carter on side of Blue House Hendon

12

Cross Arms South Shields

CAMRA ANGLE ONLINE is published by the Sunderland and South Tyneside Branch of
CAMRA @ 2021. Views expressed in this publications may not be necessarily those of the
Editor or of CAMRA

Sunderland and South Tyneside CAMRA: Contact Information
—--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Website:

https://sst.camra.org.uk/

General issues/ queries Email:contact@sst.camra.org.uk
Pubs and Clubs. Email: pubsofficer@sst.camra.org.uk
Magazine enquiries Email:magazine01@sst.camra.org.uk
Advertising Email:ads01@sst.camra.org.uk
Social Media:
Twitter:
Facebook:
Facebook:
Instagram:

@SST_CAMRA
https://www.facebook.com/SSTCAMRA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SSTCAMRA/ (Discussion Group)
https://instagram.com/sst_camra
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